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OBSERVATION SHEET
1.

What do you think about English language?

2.

There are four skills in English lesson, which skill do you like?

3.

Please explains, why you choose it?

4.

Why you choose English speech competition?

5.

Are you used learning strategies to join English Speech Competition?
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No
Aspect related to :
1
Learning Strategies

2

\

Student’s Motivation

Question
1. What do you prepare to join Speech
Competition?
2. How do you practice to prepare Speech
Competition?
3. How to manage your confidence when
you are in competition?
4. What strategies do you use to
understand and master speech
materials?
5. Are the strategies from yours or others?
6. Why do you choose those strategies?
7. What problems do you faced?
8. What benefits do you get from the
strategies?
1. What are your motivations to join
Speech Competition?
2. Who motivates you to join
competition?
3. How do you motivate yourself before
joining Speech Competition?
4. What is your motivation to be always
keep spirit in English learning
especially speaking skill?
5. What motivation will you give to your
junior?
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TRANSCRIPT INTERVIEW
First interview
1. Researcher
Responden

: What do you prepare to join Speech Competition?
:basically, I think preparation has a big roles in every speech

competition. For me I always practiced my three magical words is about 3M. The
first M is matter, the second is about manner and the last M is about method.
These three elements support each other to help me to give best performance in
every speech competition. Matter is about the content, the element has a big roles
in your speech competition because it content about the problem you will give to
your audience. Manner is about the way and how you control your emotion, the
way and how you can control your confident and your stage. And the last but not
least is about method, it is about process. The big effort you will take in your
process, the big possibilities to follow your result.
Researcher

: where you doing to practice speech?

Responden

: well usually I do practicing when I am in my school. I do

practiced with my English teacher and when I am in my house I do practiced with
my mom. But sometimes my mother couldn’t become my partner, so I use media
like a mirror to help me practicing about my speech competition
Researcher

: are you also watching youtube to be your reference?

Responden

: Well sometimes I use youtube as my reference and it give a lot of

good impact to always improve which one the way and how to give a good
speeech I can use. I can apply it to my practicing and it is really effective to help
me

2. Researcher
Responden

: How do you practice to prepare Speech Competition?
: someone ever told me that practice is makes perfect. More you

practice more possibilities you will get to have a best performance in your speech
competition. I want to give an advice to you if you want to do, good effort the big
effort at least please do practice five times at own house. It will really support
you and to help you to give the best performance in your speech competition
Researcher

: Okay, you say that you use five times to learn speech in your

house. You can mention!
Responden

: well i couldnt sure which time I usually use to do practice. But I

always do practiced when I feel like I have a free time, so it will help me easier to
control and to manage my times, to do practiced or just learning English or do my
other task
3. Researcher
Responden

: How to manage your confident when you are in competition?
: well.. I always increase my confidence when I do practice,

because the more you practice it will help you easier to control your emotinal, to
control your confidence. Realizing or not those confidence thing will easly grow
in your self when you are on the stage to give your speech
Researcher

: who teach you about self confidence?

Responden

: the first person who taught me about self confidence is my mom,

she taught me to use mirror to as my media to control my emotion to control my
confidenct. Cause with using mirror I can see my own self standing in front of
mirror, I can see my own expression and I can see my gesture. So I can improve
my self to become a better public speaker in giving some speech

4. Researcher

: What strategies do you use to understand and master speech

materials?
Responden

: basically, I dont use strategies. I just do research because I belive

that every speech competition the comedy always give problem or a topic, a
theme that you need to take to give a good speech in your speech competition.
From that research you cand find the background, you can find the problems that
crucial in your environment, that is really happening in your environment and you
can find these problems, and with the good critical thinking it was support you to
have a good analysis. With the good analysis you will created a good argument at
least you can created two arguments on your speech, after that we need to find a
solution. What is the best solution, what is the best way to solve the problems and
the last but not least you cand find the conclusion of your whole speech material
5. Researcher
Responden

: Are the strategies from yours or others?
: well.. when I was at the Junior High School my coach give me

the details of how to become a good public speaker. He taught me to do good riset
to find the best background, to find the best problems, argument and solution to
your public
6. Researcher
Responden

: Why do you choose those strategies?
: I think those strategies is really the most efficient way to solve

your problems because with research it will really make the people to believe our
speech text. To understand more about speech text, it will easier to them to
understand what I will talking about. So, to our speech materials we also become
useful to everyone

7. Researcher
Responden

: What problems do you faced?
: well.. I think the first time I join English Competition my first

problem is about lazinness because I didn’t know about the practice, about the
practice makes perfect. So I just being lazy an a day because I feel like I don’t
want do practizing because I feel so lazy, but when I knew about practice make
perfect, it is support me more. It help me more to control my laziness that the
more you practice the more possibilities you will get do a best performance in
your speech competition
Researcher

: Okay, you said that you have a problems and I will ask you. How

to solve your problems?
Responden

: I think the best way to solve my hardest problem in my English

Competition is about imagining about my goals. When I can reach my goals that
my goals is about being a good public speaker. It will help me to control my
laziness, to control my self to always do practice. So that I will easier to reach my
dream to become a good public speaker.
8. Researcher
Responden

: What benefits do you get from the strategies?
: having a good materials is really important in your every speech

competition. With the good material, with the good effort, with the big effort and
supported with the good confidence, it is really help you to give the best
performances in speech competition. With the best performances it will easier for
you to engage the interest of people, to take interest of the audience. It will easy to
understand what are you talking about, they will acknowladge about your speech.
They will take about value about the speech. So that you can become a more

useful person by having a best performance in your speech competition. So that is
the most efficient way that I usually do in my every Speech Competition.
Second Interview
1. Researcher
Responden

:What are your motivations to join Speech Competition?
: my dream is I want to be a good public speaker in my future.

Imagining my self standing on the stage of to talk, it is really compul my self to
ways join in English Speech Competition, because can improve my English skill
my public speaking skill. So that I can be a better me, to reach dream to become a
great public speaker
2. Researcher
Responden

: Who motivates you to join competition?
: well.. I remember that there was my first time joining in English

Competition, and I didn’t have any interest about joining English Competition,
but my mother asked me at least just try to join in English Competition and I
know I didn’t become the winner at that time. But the next years of my
Elementary School there was an English Competition again and I didn’t know
why, I just had an interest to join in English Competition. I told my mom that..I
want to join English Competition, of course my mom really support me to join
that competition
Researcher

: from school or others also support you?

Responden

: yaa.. from school,my friends, my teacher, my coach. They are

support me to wish joining English competition. So it give me the other energy to
always joining English competition and also do my best

Researcher

: what kind of motivation is given to you, from your mom,friends

and others”?
Responden

: they are always tell me that you dont it become the winner in

each competition you join. But it is about your performance always do the best for
your performance and the result would follow. I always put my hint the God about
the result and didn’t make a problem if I didn’t become a champion or I didn’t
become a winner because I have done my best. So..yaa, it gives me the other
satisfaction if I’ve done my best
3. Researcher

: How do you motivate your self before joining Speech

Competition?
Responden

: the way and how I motivated my self is by a having a goals a big

goals, big dreams on my self. So it always run in my mind to become a great
public speaker. So that I can become useful person. So people who always listen
to my speech to my words. They will get inspired of my speech. So it will give
me a good positivity, a good energy to always improve my self
Researcher

: so it conclude that why you always join competition, you want to

become a big public speakers like that?
Responden

: yaa.. I believe when I join competition it will really improve my

English skill and if I join a lot of competition of course it will improve my
speaking skill a lot. When I have a great public speaker to inspired people. So I
can be useful for everyone
Researcher

: and also increase new knowledge for you and others?

Responden

: yaa..with good speech it can add knowledge people. People can

get feel for my speech. So it is feel like I can help them to become a better person
4. Researcher

: What is your motivation to be always keep spirit in English

learning especially speaking skill?
Responden

: yaa.. it is about my dreams. Having a dreams in your life it is

really important because it will help you to always become a better person in
everyday in your life. When I joining English Competition remembering that I
want to be a great public speaker. It will compul my self to always do the best in
each competition I join
5. Researcher
Responden

: What motivation will you give to your junior?
: I think everyone can be the winner in every speech competition

but the problem is what is the first step you will take if you want to join the
competition. I know it will be the hardest part of your preparation but at least just
try, just do it, just take a first step in your life. If you don’t do it now the when. Do
it now or letter but sometimes letter becomes never. Take every chance in your
life because the chance never come twice.
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JURI
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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12
13
14
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NAMA
EVITA MAHAR DEWI
STEFANY NURMA S
RAIHAN YASMIN
MELLIA S. AFIFAH
ANIDA ALFINARISTA
SHULLA ADIKA S
YUSUF AL AFGHANI
SAYYIDATU AHYA A
LYA RATNANINGTYAS
SALVIA
FARIHA AMALIA R
NUR LAILATUL I
DEWI MANILA
GHOZALI GHIANDI A
FAZA HAUNA A

ARINA
ROHMATIKA
43
44,5
44
41,5
40,5
35,5
38,5
41
38,5
37
37
41,5
36
44
40,5

SITI ASIYAH
44
46
43
40
41
38
40
40,5
38
38
38
41
35
45
39

BAMBANG
HARMANTO
40
47
46
39,5
40,5
39
38
41
39
40,5
36,5
40,5
32
45,5
40,5

NA
127
137,5
133
121
122
112,5
116,5
122,5
115,5
115,5
111,5
123
103
134,5
120

DURASI
05.41
5.33
6.23
5
5.47
6.44
6.11
5.24
5.29
6.15
6.36
6.22
6.48
6.40
6.18

4
1
3

6

5
2
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Observation December 5th 2018

Memorizing speech text and read repetively

First interview on December, 10th 2018

Second interview on December, 12th 2018

The winner of English Speech Competition 2018
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